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ABSTRACT
Structural and Dynamic Profiles of the WT hFEN1 in solution
Fatimah Almulhim
Genomic DNA is under constant assault by environmental factors that introduce a variety
of DNA lesions. Cells evolved several DNA repair and recombination mechanisms to
remove these damages and ensure the integrity of the DNA material. A variety of specific
proteins, called nucleases, processes toxic DNA structures that deviate from the heritable
duplex DNA as common pathway intermediates. DNA-induced protein ordering is a
common feature in all DNA repair nucleases. Still, the conformational requirement of the
DNA and the protein and how they control the catalytic selectivity of the nuclease remain
largely unknown. This study focus on the bases of catalytic activity of a protein belongs to
the 5’ nuclease super-family called the human Flap endonuclease 1 (FEN1); it removes
excess 5’ flaps that are generated during DNA replication. hFEN1 mutations and overexpression had been linked to a variety of cancers. This thesis aims to study the structural
and dynamic properties of free hFEN1 and the catalytic activity of DNA-bound hFEN1 in
solution utilizing the modern high-resolution multidimensional Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. It was possible to depict the secondary structure and
backbone conformation in solution of wild type (WT) hFEN1 by the usage of the improved
list of assigned resonances, derived from the NMR 2D and 3D ¹⁵N-detected experiments
and compared to the assignment with the previously published resonance assignment
(BMRB id: 27160). I was successfully assigned the new spectrum and enhanced it by
assigning seven more residues. Moreover, we tested the interaction of 1:10 ratio of hFEN1Ca2+ with DNA by the ¹³C-detected 2D CACO experiment. The results indicate
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hFEN1:DNA interaction. Furthermore, parts of hFEN1 get more ordered/structured once
DNA appears, thus we recorded the protein flexibly by 2D ¹H-¹⁵N TROSY-HSQC using
the relaxation rate parameters: longitudinal R1, transverse R2 complemented with ¹⁵N-{¹H}
NOEs (heteronuclear Overhauser enhancement). It was found that the overall molecular
architecture is rigid, and the highest flexibility lies in the α2-α3 loop and arch (α4-α5)
regions. Further analysis is needed to understand more profoundly the activity of hFEN1
in an atomic level by inducing mutations and testing the protein in various environmental
conditions.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The human body consists of trillions of cells. Each cell contains different types of
machinery to maintain the integrity of cells’ structure and function (Raven et al., 2014).
These machineries are not perfect all the time, and the cell’s stability is interrupted by
environmental factors causing DNA lesions (Ames, Shigenaga, & Gold, 1993). Therefore,
cells evolved several DNA repair and recombination mechanisms to produce functional
proteins. One of the crucial components of the cell to maintain genomic stability is the
nuclease super-family enzymes.
In this thesis, I will generally be introducing an enzyme called human flap endonuclease 1
(short: hFEN1), visualizing its structure, its dynamical properties in solution, and
understanding the molecular bases of its interaction with the DNA molecules. This
approach was developed using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique.

1.1.

Mechanisms of DNA Replication and Repair

Cell division and genome stability require deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) replication and
precise repair mechanisms; this turned to be one of the most vital processes in all living
organisms (Sancar & Lindsey-boltz, 2004). DNA replication is initiated by the separation
of the two strands of DNA, creating replication fork; each provides a template for creating
a new strand of DNA. The starting point is marked by involving some enzymes, including
DNA polymerase, DNA primase, DNA helicase, DNA ligase, and topoisomerase. These
enzymes play an essential role in facilitating the construction of the new strands. One of
the strands is called the leading strand; it is made continuously by the addition of base pairs
from 5’ to 3’ direction (Figure 4). The other strand is called the lagging strand; it is made
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in a discontinuous manner by the addition of short sequences of DNA nucleotides called
Okazaki fragments synthesized from RNA primers (Figure 4). Okazaki fragments must be
linked to form a continuous strand; this is called the maturation of Okazaki fragments
(Griffiths et al., 2000).

1.2.

Nucleic Acids and Enzymes Significance in Cell Stability

During DNA replication, ~20 million Okazaki fragments synthesized during lagging strand
replication per cell cycle. RNA primer further extends, leaving a final product of a 5’unannealed flap that is 5–6 nucleotides in length. Enzymes nucleases activity plays a
crucial role in flaps cleavage. The replication process involves repair mechanisms where
enzymes cleave excess nucleotides and seal the fragments of DNA in both strands to form
continuous double strands DNA (dsDNA). Failure to cleave excess nucleotides will lead
to cell toxicity. The hydrolysis of nucleotides can occur via many nuclease enzymes such
as human exonuclease 1 (EXO1) involves in mismatch repair. (Balakrishnan & Bambara,
2013; Song, Hamdan, & Hingorani, 2018)

1.3.

Human FEN1 Overview

hFEN1 is essential for DNA replication and repair by removing RNA and DNA 5’ flap. It
plays a vital role in genome processing and stability. The protein consists of 380 standard
amino acid residues, covering 20 common amino acids, mostly consists of an alpha helix.
In this study, a truncated form (construct) of the protein used (amino acids: 2-336) and the
sequence (its primary structure) together with the secondary structure are shown in figure
1. The structure is maintained by magnesium as a cofactor, which is essential for protein
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folding and binding to DNA (Figure 2). Four regions were found to be highly involved in
DNA binding, including α2-α3 loop, helical arch, and α14-α15 loop. According to
(Chapados et al., 2004; L. D. Finger et al., 2012), hFEN1 bend a 100° upon DNA addition,
and α2- α3 loop, helical arch, H2tH motif, and α14- α15 loop become ordered once the
DNA appears (Figure 3). (Chapados et al., 2004; L. D. Finger et al., 2012).

Figure 1.1. hFEN1 amino acid sequence. The primary amino acid sequence and
secondary structure of truncated hFEN1 (2-336); alpha-helix (blue), beta-sheet (green),
and loops (black).
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Figure 1.2. Crystal structure of hFEN1 in APO form showing the 3D folding of the
alpha-helix (red), beta-sheet (yellow), and loops (green). Magnesium (blue) bound in the
active site initiating the appropriate folding. A) hFEN1 without substrate (DNA). PDB:
3Q8L.
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Figure 1.3. Crystal structure of hFEN1 upon the addition of DNA. A) The flexible parts
which got ordered after DNA appearance. α2- α3 loop, helical arch (green), and H2tH
motif (purple), and α14- α15 loops (orange). B) The primary amino acid sequences of the
flexible parts.
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1.4.

FEN1 Mechanism of Action

During the replication process on the lagging strand, short base pairs of DNA known as
Okazaki fragments are generated and linked to form continuous Okazaki fragments; this is
called the maturation of Okazaki fragments (Zheng & Shen, 2011). In humans, polymerase
α (lagging strand polymerase) bound to Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA)
polymerase, synthesizing the Okazaki fragment (Boehm, Gildenberg, & Washington,
2016). Once polymerase α hits the previous Okazaki fragment, other polymerases
dissociate, which is critical to remove RNA in the form of 5’ flap. The primer is synthesized
by pol α, which is not proofread. This process must be stopped to avoid the high error rate
caused by RNA and 20 nucleotides DNA creating 5’ flap. FEN1 is a critical enzyme that
will be recruited through the interaction with PCNA, which is a co-coordinator protein; it
will recognize the flap and cleaves it. The other protein ligase 1, through the interaction
with PCNA will be recruited to seal that nick. (Chapados et al., 2004; Craggs et al., 2014).
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Figure 1.4. Overview of hFEN1 mechanism of action into five steps. Step 1. Gap
formation in the lagging strand. Step 2. polymerase α adding Okazaki fragments forming
5’ flap. Step 3. Zoom in the formation of double flap creating DNA junction. Step 4.
hFEN1 becomes accessible upon DNA bending. 5. Nick sealed.

1.5.

Expression of FEN1 in Cancer

FEN1 plays a critical role in the rapid proliferation of cancer cells. The overexpression of
FEN1 is found in many cancer cells, most commonly breast, prostate, stomach,
neuroblastomas, pancreatic, and lung cancer (Singh et al., 2010). In mouse models, FEN1
inhibitor (C20) was used in cancer cells led to the suppression of FEN1, reduction of DNA
replication, and accumulation of DNA damage, which subsequently induced apoptosis.
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Studies suggested that targeting FEN1 can be a potential strategy for cancer therapy,
making this study highly relevant to cancer treatment (He et al., 2017; Wang, Xie, & Chen,
2014). Moreover, misfolding and mutations of FEN1 can also lead to genomic instability
and cancer by the accumulation of incompletely digested DNA fragments (Zheng et al.,
2007).

1.6.

Biophysical Techniques Involved in FEN1 Studies

The atomic details of the molecular mechanism of action of FEN1 were intensively studied
mainly by X-ray crystallography techniques in a crystal state and mutagenesis approaches
(Chapados et al., 2004). Even though these studies are rich in comprehensive and detailed
structural information, they often provide only the static pictures of the single states that
required to be crystallized and present purely isolated protein states without the coordinated
catalytic metal ions. Many studies have shown that there is a tight link between the
molecular motions and function (Jaremko, Jaremko, Giller, Becker, & Zweckstetter, 2015;
Sekhar et al., 2016). The impact on the human nucleases dynamic activity and fidelity such
as FEN1 can be determined based on the results derived from the cutting-edge of highresolution biophysical techniques, including single-molecule FRET (sm-Förster resonance
energy transfer - smFRET) and variety of approaches offered by modern high-resolution
multidimensional Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. In the course of this
work, I have optimized and prepared enzymatically active and stable sample of protein
FEN1. With the usage of NMR studies, I was able to determine the secondary motifs and
the high-resolution dynamic structure of WT hFEN1 in solution in the presence and
absence of metal ions.
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1.7.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a robust analytical tool for
identifying structures of many types of biomolecules, including proteins, nucleic acids,
carbohydrates, lipids, and many others (Ghose, 2017). The valuable outcome of NMR is
the ability to encode the chemical environment of the magnetically active nuclei in a
molecule and their arrangement in space. Therefore, the three-dimensional models of the
structures of the molecules of interest can be obtained by applying a very strong magnetic
field on molecules. The effect varies among the molecules with different magnetic
shielding of the neighboring nuclei and electrons (Sathyan, 2010).

1.7.1. Working Principle of NMR
Molecules are formed by the binding of atoms to each other. Knowledge of the behavior
of these molecules is the key to understand the world around us. The structure and dynamic
of these molecules can be seen by using NMR. It works by applying a strong magnetic
field on molecules. The nucleus of some atoms will start to behave as a “small magnet.”
When a broad spectrum of radio frequency (rf) waves is applied, the nucleus will start to
resonate at a specific frequency. The resonant frequency of nuclei is measured and
converted into the NMR spectrum with the Fourier transform that displaces all the relevant
frequencies into peaks. The height of each peak represents the amount of the nuclei that
resonate at a certain frequency, which is called the intensity of the signal. The more
resonated nuclei, the higher the intensity. The value of the frequency in which a nucleus
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resonates gives information about the magnetic surrounding of the atom, such as its
neighboring atoms and the relative position. When atoms are very close to each other, their
nuclei can cause each other to resonate. By measuring cross peaks, we can determine the
structure of a molecule and observe how molecules move (Sathyan, 2010).

1.7.2. NMR Approaches
NMR is employed for different applications, such as identifying the chemical composition
of molecules and investigating the structural and dynamic of molecules. Various
experiments utilized depending on what we want to observe. The simplest approach of
NMR is one-dimensional (1D) spectra, and that is usually used for chemical components
identification. For more complex and larger molecules, multidimensional NMR
experiments (two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)) are performed. The
multidimensional NMR is mostly applied to study the structure and dynamic of proteins.
Thus, it is commonly called protein NMR (Rule & Hitchens, 2001). There are different
sets of NMR experiments such as Heteronuclear single-quantum correlation spectroscopy
(HSQC) (Ziegler, n.d.), Transverse relaxation-optimized spectroscopy (TROSY)
(Takeuchi, Arthanari, Shimada, & Wagner, 2015), Correlation spectroscopy (COSY)
(Giraudeau & Frydman, 2014), Total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) (Koivisto, 2013;
Morris al et. 2010), and Nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY) (Aguilar,
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Colbourne, Cassani, Nilsson, & Morris, 2012; Keepers & James, 1984). Each experiment
determines different correlations between the magnetically active nuclei (spins). The
method used is applied based on the property of the molecule, such as the size. Usually, a
combination of more than one experiment is used for complete analysis (Ghose, 2017; Rule
& Hitchens, 2001; Wüthrich, 2001).
In this thesis, we used to determine the structure of FEN1 that has a molecular weight of
38 kDa and investigate its dynamic in solution. According to the size and information
needed to be observed, three experiments were performed: 1H-15N-detected TROSYHSQC (Takeuchi et al., 2015), 2D CACO carbon-detected experiment (Gray, Murai,
Grembecka, & Cierpicki, 2012), and
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N backbone amide spin relaxation rates

(longitudinal relaxation rate R1, transversal relaxation rate R2, and Nuclear Overhauser
Effect NOE) (Maione et al., 2015; NOGGLE & SCHIRMER, 1971a, 1971b, 1971c).

CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This thesis aims to study the structural and dynamic properties of hFEN1 in solution by the
means of NMR. To do so, the first approach is to enhance the backbone assignment and
compare it with the assignments deposited in the BMRB database under the following
number: 27160, and use the new assignment to find the backbone secondary structure and
torsion angles. To achieve this, we need to assign the backbone assignment using 2D ¹H¹⁵N TROSY-HSQC based upon 3D triple resonance NMR experiments such as HNCA.
The second approach is to identify the effect of Ca2+ alone and the free and DNA-bound
hFEN1 using a ¹³C-detected 2D CACO experiment. The third approach is to determine the
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flexible regions of hFEN1 by 2D ¹H-¹⁵N TROSY-HSQC using the relaxation rate
parameters: longitudinal R1, transverse R2 complemented with ¹⁵N-{¹H} NOEs
(heteronuclear Overhauser enhancement).

CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS & METHODS
3.1.

Protein expression

Truncated wild type (WT) hFEN1 (amino acids: 2-336) obtained from Prof. Hamdan’s
laboratory in BESE division at KAUST, was cloned into a pE-TRX SUMO expression
vector encoding for an N-terminal His6-Tag and SUMO protein (Figure 5). The clone was
transformed into BL21 (DE3) E.coli strain for FEN1 recombinant expression. The
transformed cells were selectivity grown on LB-kanamycin (50 µg/mL) agar plates.
Positive transformed cells were inoculated in LB-kanamycin (50 µg/mL) broth media and
incubated overnight at 37 °C. The broth was transformed into 1 L M9 mineral media (1 M
MgSO4, 0.1 M CaCl2, 0.2% (w/v) thiamine, 20% (w/v) glucose, 6 g Na2PO4, 3 g KH2PO4,
10 mL trace elements, 50 mg Kanamycin, 1 g labeled NH4Cl) and grown at 37 °C until
reaching OD600 of 0.8. The temperature was reduced to 16 °C, induced with 1 mM IPTG,
and gown overnight for 16 hours. The cell culture was harvested by centrifugation at 4500
rpm for 20 min at 4 °C, resuspend pellet in lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 750 mM
NaCl, 40 mM Imidazole, 0.5 mM Dithiothreitol (DTT)), freeze in liquid N2 and store at 80 °C overnight. Cell pellets were thawed, antifoam, and PMSF were added and pass lysate
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through French press 3 to 4 times at 1000 psi, 24 kpsi, 7 °C. Ultracentrifuge at 14,000 rpm
for 1 hour at 4 °C.

Figure 3.1. hFEN1 plasmid construct obtained from Prof. Hamdan’s laboratory in
BESE division at KAUST.

3.2.

Protein purification

FEN1 purification was carried out using the AKTA chromatography system. The
supernatant containing the protein was filtered and loaded into HisTrap HP column
applying the pure affinity chromatography system. The lysate was washed with lysis buffer
and eluted with elution buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 750 mM NaCl, 300 mM Imidazole,
0.5 mM Dithiothreitol (DTT)). Fractions of FEN1 were pooled, N-6xHis-tag SUMO
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protease (Ulp1) was added to cleave off the 6xHis-SUMO tag residues. For further
purification, dialyzed overnight at 4 °C in dialysis buffer (50 mM Hepes pH 7.5, 150 mM
NaCl, 3 mL DTT) using 10,000 MWCO snakeskin dialysis tubing. To ensure a complete
cleavage, the protein was run on SDS-PAGE (sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis) (Figure 7). To wash out SUMO protease from the protein, the protein was
run over HisTrap HP column (Figure. 6). FEN1 fractions were pooled and dialyzed
overnight at 4 °C against 2 L dialysis buffer (50 mM KCl, 25mM TRIS pH 7.0, 1mM
TCEP). Concentrate the protein to 300 µM using Amico centrifugal filter. A volume of
500 µL of the protein was transferred into NMR tube in the addition of 1% (v/v) D2O for
NMR experiments. The presence of FEN1 was checked throughout the process by SDSPAGE gel. (Figure 7).

Figure 3.2. purification of hFEN1 by AKTA.
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Figure 3.3. SDS-PAGE of hFEN1. Purified hFEN1 in the red box. DNA ladder
#26616.

3.3.

Sequence-specific resonance NMR assignment of FEN1

In order to identify the amino acid residues, the backbone 1H, 15N, Cα and C chemical shifts
of FEN1 construct (2-336 residues) were assigned based on a set of TROSY-based 3D
triple resonance experiments, including HNCA, HNcoCA, and HNcaCO supported by 3D
15

N-edited NOESY-HSQC experiment (mixing times 100 ms for U-¹³C,¹⁵N-labeled

samples and 200 ms for perdeuterated U-²H,¹³C,¹⁵N. The backbone assignments were
finally obtained from the uniformly double-labeled U-13C,15N-samples at concentration
300μM-380μM, and compare with the assignments deposited in the Biological Magnetic
Resonance Data Bank (BMRB) database under the following id number: 27160 (Bennet et
al. 2018). Analogical 3D triple resonance TROSY experiments (HNCA, HNcoCA, and
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HNcaCO) were recorded utilizing 2H-decoupling on 100 μM U-2H,13C,15N FEN1 sample.
The following buffer conditions were used for all samples: 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 150
mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, and 1% (v/v) D2O. All spectra were recorded at 25 °C on 700 and
950 MHz Bruker Advance NEO spectrometers equipped with TCI cryoprobes.
Spectra were processed in TOPSPIN 4.0.7 and analyzed in CARA 1.9.1.5 software (Keller,
2005). The prediction of the secondary structure and torsion angles were predicted from
the chemical shift obtained from CARA assignment and imply it in TALOS software
(Shen, Delaglio, Cornilescu, & Bax, 2009).

3.4.

The flexible parts of FEN1 with and without DNA complex

The flexible parts were identified by applying carbon detected NMR experiments yielding
with ¹³C-detected 2D CACO spectra using a previously published protocol (Gray et al.
2012, 2016). Three spectra of FEN1 were recorded; in APO form (without ligand), in the
addition of ligand (calcium), and 110% of DNA.

3.5.

Relaxation measurements

The 15N backbone amide spin relaxation experiments were collected on uniformly labeled
U-15N samples of FEN1 at the concentration of 3*102 μM, each with 50 mM HEPES (pH
7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, and 1% (v/v) D2O. The NMR experimental temperature
was carefully calibrated to 25oC with standard ethylene glycol (80 %) in DMSO-d6 sample
at two magnetic fields operating at 1H frequencies of 700 and 950 MHz. The upgraded
TROSY-versions of

15

N-R1,

15

N-R2, and {1H}-15N heteronuclear NOE experiments

optimized for larger molecular weight proteins were utilized. The recycle delay of 4 s for
15

N-R1 and 15N-R2 and 10 s for {1H}-15N NOE (10 s of 1H-saturation period) were used.

The number of delays used for

15

N-R1 and

15

N-R2 are shown in table 1. For relaxation
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assignment, SPARKY 3.115- NMR Assignment and Integration Software was used, and
the values of R1, R2, and NOE were calculated using the following equation (Jaremko,
Jaremko, Ejchart, & Nowakowski, 2018):
𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼0 𝑒 −𝑅𝑡
Where:
𝐼(𝑡) = the peak height at applied time delay 𝑡
𝐼0 = initial peak height at 𝑡 = 0𝑠
𝑅𝑡 = relaxation rate

Table 3.1. Relaxation experiments set up

CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
4.1.

Structural preferences of FEN1

A 2D ¹H-¹⁵N TROSY-HSQC spectrum was recorded and processed in TOPSPIN 4.0.7
(Figure 8). We were able to obtain the sequence-specific backbone assignments from the
uniformly double-labeled U-¹³C,¹⁵N-samples using NMR experiments 2D ¹H-¹⁵N TROSYHSQC based upon 3D triple resonance experiment (HNCA) and analyze with CARA
1.9.1.5 (Figure 9, Figure 10).
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We compared the new assignment with the assignments deposited in the BMRB database
under the following number: 27160 using TALOS software (Bennet et al., 2018a) and
displayed the results using Java version viewer (JRAMA 1.7.0). As shown in figure 11, the
assignment was enhanced, and we successfully assigned new residues, including D34, Q41,
Q48, G49, G50, D51, and H193 (Figure 11). Therefore, I was able to enhance the
assignment and find a total of 258 residues out of 324 detected amino acids, excluding
prolines.
To ensure chemical shift assignments are correctly acquired, I used the obtained chemical
shift analysis to conduct the secondary structure using TALOS software. The prediction of
the alpha-helix, beta-sheet, and loops of the secondary structure is consistent with the Xray structure (PDB id of coordinates: 5ZOD).
Besides, the backbone assignments not only applied in the structural determination but also
protein flexibility by Random Coil Index-S² (RCI-S²) values predicted by TALOS. In
figure 12, the average of S² values is ∼0.8 indicate that the protein is relatively rigid.
Intermediate flexibility lies in the vales of 0.5 < S² < 0.8 and this can be seen in α10–α11
(H2tH motif) and α12–α13 regions. When the S² values are <0.5, thus indicating these
regions are extremely flexible in solution. This is shown in the C-terminal tail, arch and
α2–α3 loop residues. Moreover, the backbone assignment procced by TALOS provided us
with information about the torsion angles, Phi (Φ) and Psi (Ψ). As shown in figure 13, the
Ramachandran plot shows the distribution of right-handed α-helix, left-handed α-helix, and
β-sheets.
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Figure 4.1. hFEN1 2D ¹H-¹⁵N TROSY-HSQC spectra recorded by 950 MHz
spectrometers. Three expansions of different regions. A) The whole spectrum. B) Welldispersed signals. C) Intermediate signals are overlapping. D) Severe signals are
overlapping due to H-N exchange.
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Figure 4.2 . ¹H–¹⁵N TROSY–HSQC spectrum and backbone resonance assignment of
the ²H/¹³C/¹⁵N labeled hFEN1. A) ¹H–¹⁵N HSQC polarization scheme of the bonded N-H
pair. B) A scheme represents the 2D dimension of the spectra. C) The backbone
assignment spectrum was generated using CARA. Each peak represents one amino acid
assigned based on the chemical shift of each amino acid.
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Figure 4.3. 3D HNCA spectra of hFEN1. A) A polarization scheme correlate ¹⁵N, NH
chemical shift and ¹³Cα carbon shifts. B) A scheme represents the 3D dimension of the
spectra. C) Assigning the backbone connectivity of hFEN1 spectra.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of newly residues predictions with previously detected by TALOS.
Each box indicates one amino acid. Green: Strong unambiguous prediction, dark green:
Generous unambiguous, yellow: Ambiguous, blue: dynamic, gray: No classification yet. Red
box indicates newly assigned residues. A) Previously detected assignment ((BMRB: 27160).
B) Newly enhanced assignment.
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Figure 4.5. Protein flexibility determination by Random Coil Index-S² (RCI-S²) values
predicted by TALOS. The secondary structure motif is on top of the graph. The lower the
S², the more flexible the region becomes.

Figure 4.6. Ramachandran plot showing the conformation of residues by the torsion
angles. A) A schematic representation of phi (Φ) and psi (Ψ) angles in the amino acid
backbone. B) Each dot represents a residue, and the location of the dot represents the
correlation of phi and psi angles of each residue.
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4.2.

The flexible parts of FEN1 with and without DNA complex

2D 13C-detected CACO experiment was used to identify the flexible regions of free and
DNA-bound hFEN1 efficiently. Three spectra were recorded: hFEN1 in APO form
(without ligand), hFEN1 with 0.1 mM calcium, and 1:10 hFEN1:DNA. I have achieved to
identify twenty-two amino acids; they are as follows K30, A45, V46, R47, G50, D51, V52,
L53, Q54, A107, E108, L111, A114, A116, A117, G118, A119, V123, A169, G170, G186,
G240. To see the effect of adding metal ions, I overlayed the hFEN1-APO spectrum with
hFEN1-Ca²+ (Figure 14). The addition of calcium does not lead to any significant
secondary structure variations; the maximal chemical shift changes observed for Cα
resonances are < 0.2 ppm. Then, I compared the spectrum with hFEN1-DNA and found
nine amino acids disappeared upon DNA addition, indicating hFEN1-DNA interaction.
They are as follows A45, V46, A107, E108, L111, A114, V123, A169, G186 (Figure 15).
Table 2 shows the amino acids disappeared upon the DNA addition and stayed unstructured
distributed among the four dynamic regions of hFEN1.
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Figure 4.7. 13C-detected CACO experiment of hFEN1 of hFEN1 in APO and 0.1mM
Ca²⁺ showing twenty-two amino acids assigned. A) A schematic representation of 13Cdetected CACO experiment. B) The hFEN1 spectra in APO form (blue) overlay with
hFEN1 in the presence of calcium (red). C) 2D model of hFEN1 shows the residues found
(red).
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Figure 4.8. 13C-detected CACO experiment of 1:10 hFEN1:DNA ratio compared with
free DNA bound showing nine amino acids found upon DNA addition. A) hFEN1 spectra
of hFEN1 in the presence of calcium (blue) overlay with hFEN1 bound to DNA (red). B)
3D structure of FEN1 shows the disappeared residues upon DNA addition. C) 3D structure
of hFEN1 shows the residues remained unstructured upon DNA addition.

Table 4.1. Amino acid detected by 13C-detected CACO experiment.
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4.3.

The dynamic property of WT hFEN1

To visualize the dynamics of the secondary structure, I utilized the ¹⁵N backbone of hFEN1
in the presence of calcium by 2D ¹H-¹⁵N TROSY-HSQC using the relaxation rate
parameters: longitudinal R1, transverse R2 complemented with ¹⁵N-{¹H} NOEs. Figure 16
shows the spectra of the ¹H-¹⁵N-R1 backbone of 12 delays in a millisecond, showing
decrease signal intensities. I excluded the last two delays (2960ms and 3520ms) due to the
invisible signals.
The relaxation fittings in Figure 17 show the overall average values of R1, R2, and NOE
are 0.4 ± 0.08, 40 ± 30, and 0.7 ± 0.03 s−1, respectively. These values indicate the overall
molecule is rigid. In the regions of α2-α3 loop and α4-α5 (arch) show an increase in R1
values, decrease in R2, and decrease in NOE, indicating increasing flexibility. The gaps in
R1, R2, and NOE graphs indicate excluded residues due to intermediate exchange
broadening caused by millisecond timescale motion, proline residues, too weak, or
overlapped signals.
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Figure 4.9. ¹H-¹⁵N-R1 backbone relaxation spectra of 12 delays in millisecond. The
decrease in intensity of N-H correlation over
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Figure 4.10. Backbone NMR relaxation data R1, R2, and heteronuclear 1H-15N NOE
of WT hFEN1. Residues in the α2-α3 loop enclosed by red boxes and α4-α5 (arch)
enclosed by green boxes are relatively more flexible. Gaps are residues either proline,
unassigned or overlapped.
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CHAOTER 5: DISCUSSION
Determining the structure of a protein is essential; however, alone is not sufficient to fully
understand the function of the protein. To understand the role of a protein, studies have
shown that structure is linked with dynamic to understand the protein activity (Yang et al.,
2014).
In this thesis, I have used the NMR tool to obtain structural and dynamics information
about hFEN1. Significantly, the dynamic of proteins can be determined by the means of
NMR spectroscopy in different environments like the presence and absence of metal ions,
and free and DNA-bound protein. NMR has been widely used to investigate proteins
dynamic (Chao & Byrd, 2018; Palmer, 2016). Still, the low sensitivity of NMR and
limitation to a protein size makes it a challenge to record all the amino acid residues,
especially proline resides due to lack of H-N backbone, and the ones involved in the
dynamic regions due to relaxation (Frueh, Goodrich, Mishra, & Nichols, 2013). The
optimal size range to be clearly determined is 25 kDa. The original size of hFEN1 is 42
kDa (amino acids: 1-380) (L. Finger & Shen, 2011). To have a higher amino acid dispersion
in the spectra, the regions away from the active site and previously shown no functional
significance were truncated. Thus, the hFEN1 size used in this study was 38 kDa (amino
acids: 2-336). The spectra of hFEN1 in solution was recorded by 2D ¹H-¹⁵N TROSYHSQC experiment based upon a 3D triple resonance experiment (HNCA) and analyzed in
CARA 1.9.1.5. I was successfully assigned a total of 258 residues out of 324 amino acids,
excluding prolines, with the support of the previously published backbone assigned
assignment as a loosely based reference (Bennet et al., 2018a). The residues I found are as
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follow: D34, Q41, Q48, G49, G50, D51, and H193. The rest of the amino acids could not
be assigned due to weak signals (e. g. linewidth broadening due to the chemical exchange),
overlap, or proline residues. This assignment was compared with the assignments deposited
in the BMRB database under the following number: 27160. There were 251 amino acids
detected previously. As a result, I was able to enhance the assignment by assigning more
residues, and I am still working on strengthening the spectra by assigning more residues.
(Figure 9, 10, and 11).
In addition, the secondary structure motifs of the newly obtained spectrum displays that
the solution conformation of hFEN1 is consistent with the crystal structure determined by
TALOS software (Bennet et al., 2018b; Chapados et al., 2004). The backbone assignments
not only applied in the structural determination but also protein flexibility by Random Coil
Index-S² (RCI-S²) values predicted by TALOS (Shen et al., 2009). In Figure 12, the average
of S² indicates that hFEN1 is mostly rigid with some flexible parts, including α2-α3 loop
and arch (α4-α5). The lower the S², the more flexible the region becomes. This can be seen
in the C-terminal tail, arch, and α2–α3 loop residues indicating these regions are incredibly
flexible in solution while H2tH motif and α14-α15 shows intermediate flexibility.
Moreover, the conformation of the residues was determined by the torsion angles, phi, and
psi, by plotting the Ramachandran plot (Figure 13). The upper left quadrant indicates that
these residues are going to be favorable to form β-sheets structure. The top right quadrant
is going to be favorable to form left-handed α-helix. The lower left quadrant is favorable
to form right-handed α-helix. This distribution indicates the stability of hFEN1
conformation in solution.
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The flexible parts of proteins are biologically active and challeng to identify due to its
internal motion. 1H-15N HSQC spectra poorly identify the flexible parts and are shown as
overlapped or unassigned peaks due to exchange H-N with H2O/D2O mixture used as a
solution. To solve this limitation, 2D CACO carbon-detected spectra was reordered. In
figure 14, the carbon-detected spectra of hFEN1 in the APO form overlay with hFEN1 in
the addition of calcium. Both showing superior peak dispersion. The structural bases of
hFEN1 were tested upon the addition of calcium. The addition of the metal ions partially
limits the mobility of loops necessary for the DNA binding process, which can be
determined by the change of peaks intensities. However, the addition of calcium ions leads
to identical spectral changes on the backbone amide, as evidenced from 2D CACO carbondetected spectra. As shown in figure 14, the addition of calcium does not lead to any
significant secondary structure variations; the maximal chemical shift changes observed
for Cα resonances are < 0.2 ppm. This is because metal ions serve to accelerate the cleavage
of the substrate. Thus, no activity of calcium alone is observed. However, the addition of
DNA was compared with the presence of calcium (Figure 15). Most of the residues have
been found in the flexible regions, α2-α3 loop, and arch (α4-α5) (Table 2).
Upon 110% DNA addition, some of the signals of amino acid residues disappeared,
indicating hFEN1-DNA interaction, while the residues stayed unstructured are not
involved in cleavage activity. A total of nine residues found to interact with DNA are as
follows A45, V46, A107, E108, L111, A114, V123, A169, G186 (Figure 15) (Table. 2).
Relaxation in simple terms means how long the nuclei takes to lose its magnetization. 2D
¹H-¹⁵N TROSY-HSQC experiment can visualize the effect of magnetization overtime with
rate parameters: longitudinal R1, transverse R2, and ¹⁵N-{¹H} NOEs. The loss of
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magnetization on ¹H-¹⁵N nucleus can be observed in Figure 16 as it shows decreasing in
signal intensities. The last two delays (2960ms and 3520ms) were not included due to the
severe loss of magnetizations, which make the spectra extremely hard to visualize.
Overall, all the amino acid signals become weaker over time. However, every amino acid
in the backbone loses its magnetization in a different time manner, which can be expressed
with different relaxation rates, as mentioned above. The more time it takes to lose the
magnetization, the more rigid the amino acid region becomes. Therefore, the NMR
relaxation experiment is used to characterize the overall flexibility of different regions in
the protein using the backbone assignment. The relaxation time of residues indicates the
rigidity and flexibility of different regions in the protein. As the graphs of the average
values of longitudinal relaxation rate (R1), transverse relaxation rate (R2), and
heteronuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) are 0.4 ± 0.08, 40 ± 30, and 0.7 ± 0.03 s−1,
respectively, implying that overall molecular architecture of the WT hFEN1 is rather rigid
and might fold as an integrated structural unit. Except for the residues of the α2-α3 loop
and α4-α5 (arch), the increased R1 value and decreased R2 and NOE values that reveal this
is relatively more flexible than the core region. These findings were consistent with a
previously published study (Bennet et al., 2018b; Liu et al., 2014).
As mentioned earlier, the four regions of hFEN1 involve in DNA binding are α2-α3 loop
and α4-α5 (arch), H2tH motif and α14-α15 loop, the relaxation fittings achieved in figure
17 show that α2-α3 loop and α4-α5 (arch) regions display the highest flexibility, while
H2tH motif and α14-α15 loop do not show any flexibility. Comparing with the protein
flexibility determined by Random Coil Index-S² (RCI-S²) values and predicted by TALOS,
both RCI-S2 and relaxation experiments show the molecule is mostly rigid and the highest
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flexibility lies in the α2-α3 loop and α4-α5 (arch) regions. However, RCI-S2 values show
Intermediate flexibility in α10–α11 (H2tH motif), α12–α13, and α14–α15 regions which
are not observed by the relaxation experiments. The unconsistency of the findings may be
because the flexibilty of H2tH motif, α12–α13, and α14-α15 loop are very minimal and
cannot be easily determined by relaxation fittings, or the protein motions in H2tH motif
and α14-α15 loop are underestimated due to the unassigned residues in the N-terminus and
C-terminus of the flexible regions. Thus, the flexibility of a complex protein like hFEN1
needs at least the Model-Free Analysis (MFA), from the data set collected at only one
magnetic field, for the more accurate representation (Chapados et al., 2004; Halle, 2009;
Jaremko et al., 2018).

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE APPROACHES
The scope of the project has no limit, and what we found is only the key to investigate the
mystery of hFEN1’s sophisticated nature of work. Determination of the structure and
dynamic properties is essential and eventually leads to understanding the function of the
protein. NMR approach has been widely used to study protein dynamics in solution
(Chao & Byrd, 2018; Palmer, 2016). Our understanding, which was improved in this
study, of hFEN1 activity still has not been achieved, and the project is still ongoing
testing hFEN1 in different forms and environments. As we have already tested the WT
form, we already started to induce mutagenesis results and compare their activities with
the WT hFEN1. Two mutations have been proposed; K93A, which is in the flexible arch
region and supposedly involves in the catalytic activity, and the other mutation is D181A,
is also in the active site, but considered in the well-structured part of the protein that does
not fold upon DNA addition. Both mutations should alter the affinity of catalytic activity
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at different rates. In order to know this process in more detail, different DNA ratios must
be used in titration with mutated hFEN1; 5%, 20%, 50%, and 110% DNA using both 2D
¹H-¹⁵N-HSQC and 2D ¹³C-carbon detected experiment. With these different ratios and
NMR experiments, we will be able to observe the moment when hFEN1 sees the DNA
until it releases it. The success of testing the proteins in the proposed conditions should
lead us to a better understanding of hFEN1 activity in a single-molecular level.
Moreover, in order to extract more specific information on the backbone dynamics of ¹⁵N
nuclei of FEN1 protein in the absence as well as presence of the metal ions in solution,
the Model-Free Analysis (MFA) and Extended Model-Free Analysis (EMFA) of the
relaxation data will be performed shortly.
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